DATE/TIME: Tuesday, 2/4 at 6:30 AM - Meet, Announcements, RUN (or walk)!

LOCATION: Meet in front of the Hilton Orlando (6001 Destination Pkwy); run starts/ends at the end of the hotel main driveway

DISTANCE: 5K (3.1 MILE) loop course marked in sidewalk chalk

COURSE DESCRIPTION: Looped (or lollipop) course all on sidewalks. Note the course is open to vehicular traffic, so USE CAUTION AND PROCEED AT YOUR OWN RISK!

NOTES: Please join us for a fun, informal group run/walk. All paces welcome. This in not a race. There is no cost, but nor are t-shirts, refreshments, prizes, medals, etc. provided. Also, with obvious exception for unsafe weather, this is a “rain or shine” event.

SOCIAL MEDIA: Please use #MYASHRAE and #ASHRAERUNS on Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat, Strava, or whatever social media platform you use.

VERY IMPORTANT: The course is open to traffic. Please use caution and proceed at your own risk.

DIRECTIONS: RIGHT out of Hilton main drive;
RIGHT on International Dr (~0.1 mi);
RIGHT on Pointe Plaza Ave (~0.9 mi);
RIGHT on Universal Blvd (~1.3 mi);
RIGHT on unnamed rear entrance to convention center (~1.9 mi);
LEFT on Convention Way (~2.2 mi)
LEFT on International Dr (~2.7 mi)
LEFT on Destination Pkwy (~3.0 mi);
LEFT into Hilton Orlando (~3.1 mi)